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For decades, unsuspecting users of spirit boards have been pestered and attacked by a malevolent
entity that calls itself Zozo, the â€œking of kings.â€• Evenings of entertainment have ended in anxiety
and fear, with lingering problems ranging from hauntings to dream invasion to psychological
terror.Darren Evans is a paranormal survivor who learned about Zozo the hard wayâ€”and took his
story to the world. People around the planet responded with similar stories, and some that were
even more shocking.In this ground-breaking book, Darren Evans and paranormal expert Rosemary
Ellen Guiley probe the mystery of Zozo, from ancient gods to modern aliens, demons, and more.
Who is Zozo, and what does Zozo want? The answers will surprise you!
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I just received this book in the mail yesterday, and I literally can't put it down! I'm already on chapter
11, it's a fascinating read! Darren captures your attention with how he became obsessed with the
demon Zozo and how it turned his life upside down...there's interesting letters from other people's
interactions with the Zozo demon as Darren soon finds out he is not alone- it's a worldwide evil
phenomenon. Excellent presentation, I can't recommend this book enough!

I received the ZoZo Phenomenon on Thursday and just finished reading it. You cannot put this book
down! Darren and Rosemary have done such an amazing job at shedding light on the entire
phenomenon. It's so well written, so many different accounts, stories, historical documents. This is
one book that all Ouija Users should definitely read! For myself personally it answered every
question I had ever had on this entire phenomenon. Darren and Rosemary also cover ALL bases for
the Z entities. Djinn, Elementals, thought forms and magick. This is one book that is definitely going
to be ready more than once. I'll admit not a lot scares me but a few of the stories were terrifying! It
will have you on the edge of your seat!

I received my copy today and can't put it down. Darren not only shares his experiences but those of
others who have encountered ZOZO. The book gives you first hand accounts, origins of ZOZO and
all of the research Darren and Rosemary have collected in a condensed form. The book sticks to its
subject and doesn't venture off course like many of its contemporaries. Bravo Darren and thank you
for sharing your experiences.

The book was moderately interesting, a good read if you just feel like polishing off a book within a
day's time. The format was quite jumbled and the editing left much to be desired. It's admirable to
submit experiencer accounts verbatim but many had such poor syntax and sentence structure they
were painful to read. Overall this book would best be borrowed and not purchased. It's raw and
unrefined. A $2 book at best

A detailed no-nonsense & real-life experience outlined by the author. His account mirrors many that
I have heard from others. All spirit communication tools have a 'dark side'. The Ouija or spirit board
seems to have its unique issues, by capturing the subconscious of the users and creating a conduit
to an malevolent astral plane. There are several arguments as to the actual identification of 'Zozo.
Very interesting and entertaining read...I look forward to talking to the author.
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